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intrOductiOn

The circulating fluidized bed (CFB) has been in large-scale operation since the 1970’s with the advent 
of the fluidized catalytic cracking (FCC) riser reactor in the petroleum industry. One of the unique char-

abstract

In the last 20 years, significant improvements in the computational fluid dynamics (CFD) modeling 
have been made that allow the simulation of large-scale, commercial CFBs. Today, commercial codes 
are available that can model some of this behavior in large-scale, commercial units in a reasonable 
amount of time. However, the hydrodynamics in a riser or fluidized bed are complex with both micro and 
macroscale features. From particle clustering to large streamers to the core-annulus profile, the particle 
behavior in these unit operations rarely behaves as a “continuous fluid.” Even the role of particle size 
distribution is often neglected and models that do consider particle size distribution don’t always consider 
the role of particle size on granular temperature. Many models use insufficient boundary conditions by 
assuming uniform or symmetric profiles, which is rarely the case. Furthermore, grid sizing is usually 
based on computer limitations instead of model limitations, and many models of commercial systems 
extend beyond the capability of the constitutive equations being used. Successful application of today’s 
CFD models requires a good understanding of the equations behind the code, the assumptions used for 
those equations and the capability or limitations of the code. CFD is nothing more than a guess without 
an understanding of the fundamentals, underlying assumptions and code limitations that are part of 
every model.
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acteristics of these units is the ability to move catalyst from a reactive environment to a regenerative 
environment. As a result, catalyst with high activity but short lifetimes could be regenerated, sometimes 
close to a catalyst’s initial activity.

In today’s FCC units, highly active zeolite catalysts are commonly used. However, these catalysts 
have a useable lifetimes of only a few seconds due to a buildup of a carbonaceous material (coking) on 
the catalyst as a side reaction of the oil cracking process. By circulating the catalyst from the reactor 
section to an air regeneration section, coke is continuously removed from the catalyst, activity is resorted, 
and the added heat value from regeneration is delivered to the reaction section by way of the returning 
catalyst. A typical FCC unit requires about five pounds of catalyst per pound of feedstock, which can 
amount to catalyst circulation rates of ten million pounds per hour or more.

Circulating fluidized beds consist of several configurations. The simplest version is a fluidized bed 
operated in the fast fluidization or even transport regime where the solids are captured with a primary 
cyclone (and perhaps further captured with secondary cyclones). From the cyclone, the solids are returned 
to the fluidized bed through a dipleg.

The most common configuration of a circulating fluidized bed is one where solids move from a 
riser to one or more fluidized beds. Figure 1 shows schematics of circulating fluidized beds with and 
without additional units such as a regenerator. FCC units are based on this configuration where solids 
flow from the riser to a stripper to a regenerator and then back to the riser. Solids conveyed in the riser 
are separated from the product gas at the top of the riser using cyclones or a riser terminator. The riser 
terminator can be a simple vessel expansion or a more sophisticated device such as UOP’s VSS and 
RSS (Lomas, 1996), ExxonMobil’s swirl (Tammers, et al., 1993) or Stone and Webster’s Ramshorn 
(Yawn, 2006) design. Cyclones are used downstream of these devices for additional separation of the 
solids from the product gases.

Interstitial gas is removed from gas/solid suspension using a stripper. Here, an inert gas or steam is 
used to further remove the product gases before they are sent to the regenerator. In many cases, strippers 

Figure 1. Simple (left) and more complex (right) schematics of circulating fluidized beds
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